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Exercise 1For a triangle ∆, denote by α1(∆), α2(∆), α3(∆) its three angles (in arbitrary order). Let Tbe a triangulation of a �nite point set P in the plane and let σ(T) be the sorted (inreasing)sequene of all its angles αi(∆) for all triangles ∆ 2 T and i 2 {1, 2, 3}.Show that for P in general position (no four points oirular), the Delaunay triangulationlexiographially maximizes the sequene σ among all the triangulations (onsequently, it alsomaximizes the minimal angle).
Hint: Take an arbitrary triangulation and analyze how the Lawson ip algorithm hanges theangle sequene (it should be lexiographially nondereasing). You might want to use a fatfrom the high shool geometry depited on the �gure below:

Exercise 2Let P � R
2 be a �nite point set and G = (P, E) a plane graph with vertex set P (we thusonsider the edges e 2 E as line segments). A triangulation T of P is said to respet G if itontains all segments e 2 E.A triangulation T of P that respets G is said to be a onstrained Delaunay triangulation of

P with respet to G if the following holds for every triangle ∆ of T :The irumirle of ∆ ontains only points q 2 P in its interior that are notvisible from the interior of ∆. A point q 2 P is visible from the interior of ∆ if thereexists a point p in the interior of ∆ suh that the line segment pq does not intersetany segment e 2 E. We an thus imagine the line segments e 2 E as \bloking theview".This latter property is referred to as the onstrained empty irle property. If E = ;, thisoinides with the notion of the \normal" Delaunay triangulation.



Constrained Delaunay triangulations are useful if you would like to have a Delaunay triangu-lation, but ertain edges are already presribed. For example, if you want a Delaunay trian-gulation of a simple polygon. You may not be able to get a proper Delaunay triangulationwith all triangles satisfying the empty irle property, but in a sense, a onstrained Delaunaytriangulation is as lose as you an get to a proper Delaunay triangulation if you are fored toinlude the edges in E.Here is the atual problem: Prove that for every point set P and every plane graph G = (P, E),there exists a onstrained Delaunay triangulation of P with respet to G. Moreover, desribe apolynomial algorithm that omputes suh a triangulation.
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